Latency effects in orientation popout.
A target that differs in orientation from neighboring lines and "pops out" has been found to evoke larger responses in cortical V1 cells than lines in the uniform texture surround which do not popout (e.g., Journal of Neurophysiology 67 (1992) 961). If this is more than a coincidence of observations, physiological properties of contextual modulation should be reflected in the perception of salience. In particular, as the differential suppression from texture surround has been reported to be delayed, target salience may be affected by the history of surrounding lines, i.e. by their orientation before the target was presented. This was tested using a feature flicker paradigm in which target and background lines changed their orientations (Experiment 2). All subjects (N = 4) indicated a benefit in target detection when target orientation was not previously present in the surround. A control experiment showed that this effect was not caused by the purely temporal aspects of asynchronous stimulus presentation (Experiment 3). To distinguish this effect from other sources of delayed processing, Experiment 1 compared the performance in target detection and target identification tasks, for single-lines and popout targets. All subjects required longer stimulus presentation time to identify the orientation of a single line than to detect the line itself, indicating that orientation coding needs longer processing than encoding stimulus onset. However, most subjects needed even longer presentations to detect popout, suggesting that the processing of orientation contrast adds to this delay. In an appendix, putative response variations of V1 cells to asynchronous flicker are computed.